
Volunteer of the Month - Rev. Mia Douglas 
 
Reverend Mia came to Asylum Hill 
Congregational Church on April 7, 2015 
to begin her work as Director of 
Discipleship. It was the merging of the 
Director of Outreach and Director of 
Member Engagement positions. For Rev. 
Mia this means that she is a connector.  
So whether it’s connecting members to 
the community, the community to 
resources, members to opportunities to 
serve, whatever the connection needed, if 
it advances the mission of the Church, 
she is doing it. Her most recent 
connection is to volunteer to serve on the 
Board of AHNA, following in the 
footsteps of Dean Amadon and Phyllis Reeds before him. 
Almost a year ago, the Senior Pastor and the chair of the Membership Committee began 
the process of clarifying the identity of the church going forward. The result of that effort 
has now become Inquiry, Acceptance, Impact.  These three affirmations as they are called are 
aspirational, and as Rev. Mia explains it “ Where people can come and ask the … tough 
questions of life and faith; … that wherever you are on this journey called life, that you will 
find a space here; … that diverse perspectives are indeed necessary to have deep community 
impact.” 
 From the very beginning AHCC has been a strong presence in the neighborhood and a 
trusted partner for AHNA. This partnership is renewed each year by the church when they 
celebrate “Partnership Sunday”. It’s an opportunity for all of the many organizations in the 
community that the church supports to come together both to be recognized by the 
members, and to familiarize them with the mission that each partner seeks to fulfill. This 
year that was last Sunday, April 28th, and as always AHNA was proud to be included.  
Rev. Mia delivered the sermon titled “Partnering with the Spirit”. It began with the reading 
from the gospel of John where he tells his disciples to Love one another as he had loved 
them.  It went on to describe the three aspirations of Inquiry, Acceptance and Impact; and 
then all the invitations that flow from this partnership, including “moving outside our 
comfort zone, …to feed the hungry, clothe the naked and heal the sick, … and to use our 
prophetic imagination to … see a healed world and do the work to bring it to pass.” 
Rev. Mia went on to say “Partnering with the Spirit, people of Faith are invited to explore 
innovative partnerships with private, business and the volunteer sector, all bringing their 
expertise to bear on communities who, more often than not possess the talents, skills and 
desire and the gift of leadership, but often lack access to resources.”  
This is where we of the nonprofit partners come in, and we could not feel more welcomed. 
For photos of the event go to;  https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZWjhgXAG5eFjQLUQ7  
 


